
Report project meeting Chieti, Italy,  

November 8-12 2017  

 
Present:  

From 13th Primary school of Kalamaria Greece: Stella Tziafeta, Constantinos Papadopoulos,Vasiliki Alexoudi.  

From Easterfield Primary school, Fortrie,Turriff, Scotland: Kate Heggie.  

From Sp nr 11 Stefan Batorego, Inowroclaw, Poland: Katarzyna Sopolińska,Katarzyna Grzesikowska,Joanna 

Pstrong,Dorota Niezborała  

From Ou St. Kliment Ohridski, Haskovo, Bulgaria: Ginza Raysheva, Olga Miilcheva, Ana Latunova.  

From pcb Het Baken, Capelle aan den IJssel, The Netherlands: Tineke Straver, Karin Morsch, , Hans van 

Embden.  

From Istituto Comprensivo 3, Chieti, Italy: Marina Screpanti, Enrica Polidoro. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wednesday 8 November:  
The partners met each other at a welcome dinner. The evening started with a recital on piano of the local musicteacher. 
Every country took some special delights from their own country, so we had a international dinner and we could meet 
each other in an informal way. The headteacher welcomes us and gave us on behalf of the instituto some gifts . During 
the meeting there was the opportunity to dance and to sing karaoke.  
4 of the 5 partnersschools stays in the same hotel  Our host had made a special price for us. It was situated in Chieti 
Alto.  To go to the schools in Chieti Scalo the bus was taken or the car. 
In the morning is was nice to see each other at breakfasttime. 
 
Thursday 9 October:  

From the Instituto Comprensiviso 3 there were 3 primary 
schools involved in the project. All situated in Chieti Scalo. 
In the morning the children of primary school Via Amertino 
welcomes us at the gym with singing and dancing. One of the 
pupils was the presenter. She did everything in English.  
Before the coffee break The Greek partners and the Scottish 
partner did some teaching in classes. After the coffee break 
the other three partnerschools did. 
At the end of the morning we were guided by pupils through 
the school and the schoolyard. We were impressed by the 
special rooms for science, music and handicrafts.  
After Lunch: Work program as mentioned in the application: 
G. Implementation Page 28 and 29. See Attachment 1.  
 
 



Workshops: 
After the evaluation we had two workshop  (A10) about Maths and gym. One 
arranged by Enrica (Italy) and one by Hans (Holland). All the material will be put 
on twinspace by Hans. So everybody can use them for the joy in the gym 
lessons and video’s. 
Cultur 
After schooltime we had a guided tour by pupils of Via  Amiterno through the 
old city of Chieti. 
Dinner this evening , arranged by our host, was in Chieti Alto. The food was of a 
high quality, as you can expect from Italians.  
 

Friday: November 10:  
Morning: We were welcomed in the hall by the students of  Via Pescara 
with singing and making music. Pupils guided us through the school and 
also here we were impressed by the special rooms for activities and the 
coming vegetable garden with the kaki tree.  During the guided tour we  
were  surprised by the effort that the children and teachers had done for 
us to show us there work, school etc. 
After the coffee break , organised by parents, so we had lovely cakes  
etc., we walked to the third school at the Via Lanciano. The children were 
already waiting on the staircases and song some beautiful songs. A 
parent welcomes us and also at this school we got some gifts. 
Enrica, one of the teachers, is involved in the use of science in the 

lessons. And truly we are still impressed  about this way of teaching language and maths. 
After lunch we went on with the work program. See attachment 2 
 
Workshop 
We ended this visit with a workshop about Spaced learning.  It was and it was 
not new information, but the way you teach you can have more results if you  
know how the brains works. So we hope that we will see spaced learned 
lessons  in our Twinspace. 
The free time after school was used for shopping, visit churches and the old 
town, and drinking some coffee/wine before we had  at a quality pizzeria our 
goodbye dinner with a speech of our project coordinator.  Also this time a 
good dinner for a good price. 
 

Saturday 11 October: We went 
to primary school Via Lanciano 
to say goodbye to the 
headmaster and to get our 
certificates. We also were  
informed about the school 
systems in the other countries.  
After the coffee break we went 
our way. See you in Holland 
next year! 
Our Italian partners have to 
work this morning in the 
classrooms. The Greek, 
Bulgarian and Polish partners 
went to Rome. The Scottish 
and Dutch partners  stayed in 
Chieti and went for a drive and 
a walk in the mountains and to 
the Adriatic sea.  
 
 



Attachment 1. 
Evaluation and planning next visit. 
M4 a and b: Date of the meeting in The Netherlands is planned from 11-15 April 2018.  That means a project meeting 
and a head teachers meeting about the pedagogical and methodological aspects of the project and the achievement of 
competencies. 
Because it is not the most cheap country there is an advice to book: the Stay Okay hostel. Or Airbnb. School is by public 
transport half an hour from the City centre of Rotterdam.  
On that meeting there will be a welcomes dinner at Wednesday at 19.00 h and a goodbye dinner on Friday at about 
18.00 h 
Evaluation: A1: The Question and Answer is not running as we want. We agree that every school will send every month 
a question to the partner schools. And will answer to the questions Every question and answer  is combined with a 
photo.  For this second year the questions will be about home and neighbourhood. 
A2. The Blabla  There is an special website for the blabla’s. Not every school send their monthly blabla.  We have to do 
this better.  
The A7 runs to the end of the project. Not many videos are recorded till now.  
 A8 and A9  All the partners are working on it at this moment. 
 

Attachment 2 
Implementation 
A10:Joy in the gym. Learning through P.E: 
Hans will make a folder in twinspace. So 
everybody can put their pictures and videos 
and plans . 
A11: Scientific joy. Enrica and Marina tell  us 
more about it. The effort is to make a new 
classroom. 
A12. CLIL is one of our main targets. There is 
a format to make all the lessons in that 
format.  It will be the head subject of 
implementation after the project. All 
partners put on their CLIL lessons in the 
twinspace folder. 
A13. Joy in history. Every partner sends a national history hero ( no sports).  The children look in books and websites 
what kind of hero this is. With the 6 heroes they will make a history comic. 
Extra: of course we agreed to send eaht other Xmascards made by the children. Same as in 2016. 
 
 
 
 
Hans van Embden,  
27 November 2017 

 

 
 
 
 
 


